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A little about me!
3rd year Medical Sciences major

Psychology, Spanish, & Public Health Minors

Current VP of tribunal (2019-present)

Previous mentorship committee chair (2019-2020)

Peer Leader (2019-present)

AHEC Scholar

4Paws for Ability (2019-present)

PCA at UC Health

On campus:

Off campus:



why I'm qualified

What
I Do Best

Leadership

I can make sure to hold everyone

accountable so that as an organization we

can achieve our goals

Passionate

I've been involved with tribunal since my freshman

year and am motivated to create a change

Interpersonal Skills

Team work makes the dream work. I can

help increase involvement and make sure

everyone gets to play a part 



Increased Involvement

 

a quick view into my platform if elected as president

What I want to do

Relationship Building

 

New Events

 



Relationship
Building
build a stronger network and make
friends along the way



Inter-Tribunal Collaboration

-spoke with A&S and CAHS Presidents to 

 discuss events that have worked and how we 

 can improve (food trucks)

Bridges between Cohorts

-COVID19 left us with a gap in relationships     

 between U1/U2s and U3/U4s

-I want to emphasize this relationship in events

Incentives for connecting

-Connection forms for "points"

-Have events that rely on students 

 knowing each other (personal facts)

Relationship
Building



growing our tribunal

Increased
Involvement



Mentorship Matches

-Match tribunal members up with 

  upperclassmen in tribunal

Attendance Incentives

-Use our budget

-have raffles for attending events

Spreading the Word

-presenting in seminars and LC's 

 once a semester

-emphasizing they are not 

 committed unless they want to be

LC Integration

-Activity day in LCs

-monthly presentations

-LC "attendance" points

Increased
Involvement

Team Building Activities

-activities to get to know other 

 members after general business to 

 increase attendance



New Events
keeping the old and bringing in more



Recurring Student Panel

-allows for our students to share their experiences

Virtual Study Tables

-integrated into Teams

-gives students commuting the chance to interact with 

 peers

Mandatory Committee Events

-Each committee will have to have at least 1 

 event a semester

-increases engagement and creativity

New Events



Thank you for listening!
remember to Vote starting tomorrow!


